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1 Abstract—The reliability of SiGe HBTs related to hot-carrier
(HC) degradation is investigated using compact model including
aging laws to quantify the output DC supply current variation
of a driver amplifier. A physic-based aging compact model
taking into account the reaction-diffusion model as well as the
Fick hydrogen diffusion law is formulated and implemented in
HICUM compact model. The model has been validated thanks to
HBT aging tests results under several stress conditions allowing
to extract its parameters. At circuit level, the reliability of
the broadband amplifier has been investigated under dynamic
operating conditions leading to locate and quantify the impact
of HC degradation according to HBT load charge.

Index Terms—SiGe HBTs, reliability, hot-carrier degradation,
aging compact model, boradband amplifier

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous miniaturization of electronic devices, such
as SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) [1], has
led to a significant safe-operating-area (SOA) reduction. As
a consequence, the circuit designs are restrained in term of
maximum output power due to a limited collector-emitter
breakdown voltage (BVCEO) values. Therefore, transistors
operate now close to the SOA edges where impact ionization
becomes unavoidable leading to HC degradation. A complete
characterization and modeling of this failure mechanism and
its consequences on the device and on the circuit reliability is
recommended with the same methodology proposed in [2].

In this paper, we present the aging law related to the HC
reaction-diffusion theory and its implementation in HICUM
[3] compact model. The model parameters are extracted for
the IHP’s SG13S technology [4] which has been widely
characterized from a reliability point of view in [5]–[7]. As
an overall validation, the aging compact model is set in up
for a broadband amplifier test vehicle allowing to identify the
circuit weak points. The paper is organized as follows. Section
II focuses on the aging compact model formulation and its
parameter value extraction based on static stress conditions.
Section III describes the aging test performed at circuit level.
Subsequently, an analysis of the circuit degradation location
is proposed.

II. HOT-CARRIER DEGRADATION AT TRANSISTOR LEVEL

A. Description
As pointed out in [5]–[9], the HC degradation leads to an

increase of the base current and, therefore, to the degradation
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of the HBT current gain. This mechanism can be described
as the creation of traps at the E-B spacer oxide interface [5]
leading to the increase of an additional base current due to
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination. Indeed, the hot-
carriers created by impact ionization mechanism can reach,
with sufficient energy, the E-B spacer oxide interface leading
to the dissociation of the passivated Si-H bonds. The interface
traps are then associated with the silicon dangling bonds while
the remaining hydrogen will diffuse away from the interface
as sketched in figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the hot-carrier degradation induced hydrogen diffusion
in the E-B spacer

B. Model formulation

The rate at which the Si-H bonds break is governed by the
reaction-diffusion theory as following

gT (t) = KF (NF −NT (t))−KRNT (t)NH(0, t) (1)

where KF is the rate constant of the forward reaction, i.e.
generation of traps, KR is the rate constant of trap annihilation
by hydrogen atoms, NH is the volumetric density of hydrogen
at distance x from the Si/SiO2 interface, NT is the interface-
trap density and NF is the surface density of available bounds
that can break. In addition with the reaction-diffusion model,
the current aging model proposed an hydrogen diffusion model
based on the diffusion Fick’s law [10] as,

φH(x, t) = −DH
δNH(x, t)

δx
(2)

where φH (x,t) is the surface flow density of hydrogen and
DH is the hydrogen diffusion constant. This two-step aging
law has been implemented in HICUM compact model through
a two-part node as illustrated figure 2. The left part is related
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to the interface trap density NT (t) creation along the time as
already proposed in [7]. The right part focuses on the hydrogen
diffusion NH (0,t) from the interface through the E-B spacer
thickness using a R-C ladder network commonly used, for
instance, for thermal diffusion modeling [11]. Indeed, in order
to obtain a time-invariant model, the time derivatives must
appear as it is the case for R-C network. The number of poles
(5 for this work) must be adapted to capture the hydrogen
diffusion (as well as the annealing effect) for sufficient time
decades. The interface trap density is then directly related to
the additional recombination current through HICUM IREpS
parameter [12].

diffusion model

NT (t)

CT gT
gT

NH (0, t)

equ.  (1)

gnd

Fig. 2. Schematic of the implemented aging law in HICUM with the R-D
and diffusion model

C. Aging compact model simulation results

From a large set of stress conditions [5], [6], the generation
rate, KF , have been extracted following multiple accelerating
factors as presented in equation (3) [7]. The annealing rate
KR follows an Arrehnius law. The interface trap genera-
tion/annealing at the Si/SiO2 interface is thus predicted for
a wide range of stress conditions.

KF = CMMexp(µVCB)

[
1

|JE |
+
|JE |
JEhc

]ε
(3)

A mixed-mode stress condition has been performed on IHP
SG13S SiGe HBT technology with VBE = 0.9V and VCE
= 2.5V during 7 hours with several in-between measurements
allowing to extract the IREpS parameter evolution as presented
in the figure 3 inset. The extraction is compared to simulation
results using the implemented aging model in HICUM. A very
good prediction of the recombination current for low VBE is
achieved using this model parameter set.

Another validation is performed through Gummel plots
simulations in figure 3 for different stress durations. Using a
scalable model card and the extracted aging model parameters,
a very good agreement is obtained between the measurements
(solid symbols) and the simulations (solid lines).

III. HOT-CARRIER DEGRADATION ANALYSIS AT CIRCUIT
LEVEL

A. Broadband amplifier

The broadband amplifier [13] as presented figure 4 is
composed of 11 transistors. The circuit is a 4-port system
featuring differential input and output with GSSG probes
configuration. It also requires three DC supply voltages, one
for the common mode ICM, one for the input stage VCCi and
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Fig. 3. Comparison between measurements (solid symbols) and simulation
(solid lines) for Gummel plots at different stress duration for a static stress
condition of VBE = 0.9V and VCE = 2.5V

one for the output stage VCCo. In the output stage, inductive
peaking implemented with T-Coil structures was used in order
to increase the bandwidth. The transistor dimensions are
summarized in table 1 featuring multiple emitter fingers NX
with a constant emitter width WE of 0.16µm and constant
emitter length LE of 0.88µm. The factor m represents the
number of transistor in parallel.

TABLE I
CIRCUIT TRANSISTOR DIMENSIONS

T T1 - T2 T3 - T6 T4 - T5 - T7 - T8 T9 T10 - T11

NX 4 2 2 2 8

m 1 1 2 16 1

The circuit exhibits a maximum gain of 8.8dB at f=25GHz
associated with a bandwidth of 20GHz as illustrated figure
5. A comparison of this figure of merit (f.o.m) with the one
simulated using HICUM compact model is then performed
using a SiGe HBTs scalable model card (as done in part II.C).
T-Coil structures were also modelled following [14] allowing
an accurate reproduction of the differential gain within the
circuit bandwidth. The differential gain simulation result (solid
lines) is presented together with the measurements (solid
symbols). An excellent accuracy is achieved for all frequencies
up to 40GHz, in particular for the maximum gain around the
associated peak value.

B. Reliability investigation

Dynamic stress tests was performed on the boradband
amplifier by applying an input RF power of -15dBm and
standard DC operating conditions, e.g. ICM=3V, VCCi=3.3V,
VCC0=3.7V and TAMB=25◦C. The operating conditions of
the 11 transistors are summarized in figure 6. Note that,
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Fig. 4. Driver amplifier schematic [13]
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Fig. 5. Comparison between measurement and simulation for differential gain
using HICUM L2 compact model at an ambient temperature of 25◦C

all transistors, excepted T10 and T11, are biased below the
BVCEO value, meaning that HC degradation, if any, will
not be activated by a large electric-field for these transistors.
Therefore, the failure mechanism can only be activated through
the current density which mean value equals to 7mA/µm2 for
all transistors. The voltage excursion of T10 and T11 results
from the combination of DC and RF values. Indeed, the large
input RF power will drive the T10-T11 bias conditions beyond
BVCEO as presented in brown (fig. 6).

During the stress measurement campaign, the slight reduc-
tion of the differential gain Sdd21 which has been observed
is mainly associated with the equipment calibration shift.
The circuit overall output f.o.m are not altered by the HC
degradation as predicted in simulation with only a 0.001dB
reduction of Sdd21 value. However, a degradation of the output
supply current ICCo was measured as presented figure 7 in
solid symbols characterized by a 100µA maximum reduction
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Fig. 6. JC vs VCE output characteristics for VBE ranging from 850mV to
900mV with a step of 10mV superimpose with the bias conditions of the 11
transistors and the corresponding voltage excursion due to RF condition at
f=25GHz
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Fig. 7. Time evolution of the output supply current in measurements (solid
symbols) and under several simulation conditions (solid lines): with only T10-
T11 transistors aging virtually activated (in brown), only T9 transistor virtually
activated (in green) and all transistors aging virtually activated (in black)

after 50 hours. A deeper analysis of the circuit is required to
point out the origin of this variation.

C. Circuit output supply current evolution analysis

IREpS parameter evolution over the stress time duration for
the 11 transistors is displayed figure 8 and can be explained
through their respective bias conditions analysis presented
figure 6. Since the current density is equivalent for each
transistors, the maximum IREpS variation is due to their
respective different VCB values : for very low VCB close to
0V (e.g. for T3, T6, T7, T8 and T9), the maximum IREpS
variation is around 1fA. On the contrary, the output stage
transistors (T10 and T11) featuring a large VCB value of
0.88V leading to a 3fA variation of IREpS value demonstrate
a specific sensitivity to HC degradation.
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Fig. 8. IREpS parameter evolution for all transistors in the driver amplifier
for an ambient temperature of 25◦C and dynamic stress conditions

Figure 7 present the output supply current ICCo variation
over the stress duration for several simulation conditions in
order to locate the circuit weak points (i.e. more sensitive
to HC degradation). In black, the aging flag was turn on for
all circuit transistors leading to 80µA reduction of the output
supply current compared to the initial value. This variation is
close from the one measured during the aging test (see solid
symbols). However, this reduction is not due to large bias
conditions on T10-T11 transistors since if the aging flag is only
activated for these two transistors, no significant degradation
is observed on the output supply current. On the contrary, if
the aging flag is only turn on for T9 transistor, a reduction of
the sensitive parameter, i.e. ICCo, appears with a maximum
negative variation of 50µA. Indeed, the output supply current
is governed by the current mirror stage (T3, T6 and T9) and
can be expressed as following,

ICCo =
NIBIAS

1 + 4N
β

(4)

where β is the current gain and N is a scale factor between
T6 and T9 transistors (which equals to 16). This equation
demonstrates that the output supply current can only be
impacted by a modification of β parameter. As a matter of
fact, the input bias IBIAS does not suffer from HC mechanism
since it is created via a passive device RBIAS . The current
mirror source stage is then affected by HC degradation due to
its dependency to β transistor parameter.

IV. CONCLUSION

A physic-based aging compact model has been formulated
allowing to take into account for HC degradation. This aging
model has been implemented in HICUM compact model
including the interface trap generation as well as the hydrogen
diffusion in the oxide. A very good accuracy between aging
measurements and simulation results is achieved for static
stress conditions at transistor level. The implemented aging

compact model has been evaluated on a broadband amplifier
leading to an accurate prediction of the circuit weakest points.
Indeed, even if the maximum degradation is obtained on T10
and T11 devices as intended, the aging compact model allows
to reveal that the relative low degradation on T9 will largely
impact the β dependent stage and its electronic function.
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